Trans-power® 480Volt Cable Assemblies

“Uniting, Innovation, Engineering, Manufacturing and Distribution”

Amphenol Industrial

Receptacle Housing RPC-17.WO
Spring Loaded Cover
Latching Boss
Elliptical Seal
Plug RPC-11
Replaceable Self-Aligining Socket Contacts

Receptacle RPC-15
Self-Supporting Skirt
Replaceable Male Contact

PowerRail Master Distributor
PowerRail Ordering Information

**FIXED JUMPER PLUG/CABLE ASSEMBLY** - RPC-11-XXX (repairable version) • RPC-11M-XXX (integral version)

**PORTABLE JUMPER PLUG/CABLE ASSEMBLY** - RPC-10-XXX (repairable version) • RPC-10M-XXX (integral version)

**RECEPTACLE CABLE ASSEMBLY** - RPC-15-XXX (repairable version)

**RECEPTACLE/RECEPTACLE JUMPER ASSEMBLY** - RPC-12-XXX (repairable version)

**FIXED JUMPER PLUG CABLE ASSEMBLY** - RPC-13-XXX (repairable version)

**ASSEMBLY WITH GRIP**

**GRIP ONLY**

**RECEPTACLE WITH HOUSING** - RPC-17-XXX (housing only RPC-17-WC)

**Angle Box Adapter RPC-2125**

**Detachable Hanger RPC-81-CP**